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Introdution I� Our problem - When should a manager sell a real asset ?� Deision irreversible� Real asset indivisible� Inomplete market with a risk-averse agent� Continuous time, ontinuous prie proesses, in�nite horizon� Context: Well studied area of real options - Dixit and Pindyk(1994), MDonald and Siegel (1986) ....� In omplete market (perfet spanning asset) these are standardoptimal stopping problems (MKean/Samuelson (1965))� Alternatively, manager assumed risk-averse to market risks butrisk-neutral to idiosynrati risks (MDonald and Siegel (1986)CAPM argument)� We will assume the real asset is not traded ontinuously somanager faes idiosynrati risks and an inomplete market2



Introdution II� Consider the e�et of embedding this optimal asset sale timingproblem within a model where there is a �nanial market in whihmanager an trade� Compare two inomplete market situations: in both ases (withor without the �nanial market) the real asset is not traded
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I. Asset Sale Problem with No Market Asset� Risk-averse manager wishes to sell indivisible real asset overin�nite horizon� No alternative investment opportunities� Zero interest rates throughout for simpliity� Value reeived on selling real asset is Y , wheredYY = �dt+ �dWwhere �; � onstants and W Brownian motion.� Yt known at t but manager annot ontinuously trade Y !Inomplete� Let  = 2�=�2. If  > 1, Y grows to 1, if  < 1, Y tends to zero.� Manager hooses sale time � to max expeted utility of wealth:V N (x; y) = sup� E [U(x + Y� )jY0 = y℄� Let U(x) = ln(x) but generalizes to CRRA5



Proposition 1 For  � 0, V N (x; y) = ln(x+ y)For  � 1, V N (x; y) =1For 0 <  < 1, in exerise region y � x=w�

V N (x; y) = ln(x+ y)in the ontinuation region y < x=w�,

V N (x; y) = lnx+�yw�x �1� ln(1 + 1=w�): (1)where optimal exerise ratio w� = w�() is the unique solution to(1� ) ln(1 + 1=w)� 11 + w = 0 (2)
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I. Asset Sale Problem with No Market Asset: Remarks� Non-degenerate ase is 0 <  < 1 where risk premium � > 0 butY ! 0. Risk aversion to idiosynrati risk auses manager to sell ifreal asset value is large enough proportion of wealth� If we onsidered a risk-neutral manager (U(x) = x), he eitherwaits inde�nitely if positive risk premium or sells immediately ifnegative risk premium. Hinges on whether  > 0� Risk aversion indues the manager to redue unertainty byselling in ase 0 <  < 1� We use U(x) = lnx so no expliit disounting.
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II. Asset Sale Problem Allowing Trading in the Market� Extend the problem to inlude a traded asset (the market) inwhih the manager may trade ontinuously� Market asset with prie proessdPP = �dB + �dtwhere dBdW = �dt.� Trading wealth X�t is self-�naning:dX�t = �t(�dB + �dt)� Manager hooses selling time � and investment strategy � in themarket to solve:VM (x; y) = sup� sup� E [U(X�� + Y� )jX0 = x; Y0 = y℄; (3)
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� If market were orrelated � 6= 0 with real asset ! hedging motiveto trade (o�set risk). f. Detemple and Sundaresan (1999), Kahl etal (2003), Vieira (2002)� If market has positive Sharpe ratio then investment motive totrade.� We assume traded asset unorrelated with real asset and tradedasset has zero Sharpe ratio ! no hedging motive, no investmentmotive� X represents a fair gamble sine a P-martingale
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Proposition 2 Under the strategy spei�ed by the thresholds (�; �),the value funtion is
VM (x; y) = 8>><>>: ln(x+ y) x � �yG(x; y) �y � x < �yH(x; y) �y < xwhereG(x; y) = �� � � � x�y � 1� (ln y+ln �+�)+ �� � � �1� x�y� (ln y+ln(1+�))and H(x; y) = lnx+ ��yx �1� �with � � �(�; �) = �� � � + � (ln(1 + �)� ln �))� + (� � �)(1� ) � : (4)
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Lemma 3 Let � be the unique solution in (0; 1) of ��() = 0where ��() = (1� )(2� ) ln�2� 1� �� 1Then � � 0:3492. Consider now the problem of �nding themaximum of �1�� over �1 < � � � <1. For 0 <  � � themax is attained at � = w�, � = w� where w� = w�() is thesolution to (2)For � <  � 1 the max is attained at � = �� where�� = ��() = 1� 2�  � 11�  � ln�2� 1� ���1 (5)and � = �� where�� = ��() = ��(2� )1�  � 1 = (1� ) ln((2� )=(1� ))� 1� (1� ) ln((2� )=(1� )) (6)
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Proposition 4 (i) For  � 0, VM (x; y) = ln(x+ y).(ii) For 0 <  � � VM (x; y) = ln(x+ y) in the exerise regiony � x=w�, and in the ontinuation region y < x=w�VM (x; y) = lnx+�w�yx �1� ln(1 + 1=w�)where w� solves (2).(iii) For � <  < 1, in the exerise region x � y��(),

VM (x; y) = ln(x+ y)for y��() < x < y��(),VM (x; y) = ���� � �� � x��y � 1� (ln y + ln �� +��)+ ���� � �� �1� x��y� (ln y + ln(1 + ��))
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and for x � y��(),VM (x; y) = lnx+���yx �1� ��where �� and �� are given by (5) and (6) and �� = �(��; ��).(iv) For  � 1, VM (x; y) =1Key result is that the manager's improves his expeted utilitywhen he an invest in the market, if � <  < 1
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One-Period Model� We an desribe the same features in a one (or perhapstwo!)-period binomial model� Real asset is indivisible; sale is irreversible, agent is risk-aversewith dereasing absolute risk aversion.� Manager o�ered gambling opportunity� This opportunity ours before the movemnets in real asset prie.� Sale deision for the real asset is made ex post.
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� Manager has initial wealth x and owns real asset with urrentvalue y� Value of real asset at time 1 is either yu or yd where u > d. Takep = 1=2 for simpliity� Take u+ d > 2 so EY1 > y and ud < 1 so E ln Y1 < ln y.Analogous to 0 <  < 1� Manager an sell at time 0 or wait till time 1. Expeted utility isln(x+ y) if sell at t = 0or 12 ln(x+ yu) + 12 ln(x+ yd) if wait� Optimal to wait if y < x=w� wherew� = (1� ud)=(u+ d� 2)
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Manager with Aess to Fair Gamble� Now let the manager enter a fair gamble at time 0 beforedeiding whether to sell� Gamble pays �� with probability 12 in eah ase� The outome of the gamble is independent of Y� If the manager did not own the real asset, he would never aepta fair gamble with onave utility� Suppose y = x=w� and manager aepts the bet. If bet and win,x! x+ �; y < (x+ �)=w� waitIf bet and lose,x! x� �; y > (x� �)=w� sell at time 0Expeted utility is14 fln(x+ �+ xu=w�) + ln(x+ �+ xd=w�)g+ 12 ln(x� �+ x=w�):
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Writing � = x~�=w� and equation solved by w�,lnx+ ln(1 + 1=w�)+ 14 �ln�1 + ~�w� + u�+ ln�1 + ~�w� + d�+ 2 ln�1� ~�w� + 1��

This utility exeeds lnx+ ln(1 + 1=w�) if the �nal braket ispositive, and expanding this term in ~� we see that this happens (forsome positive �) provided0 < 1w� + u + 1w� + d � 2w� + 1 = (u+ d� 2)(w� + 1)2whih is true sine u+ d > 2
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IV. A. Interpretation

� We saw in the one-period model that the manager's valuefuntion was not onave in initial wealth x ! manager is loallyrisk seeking and aepted a gamble in some situations� This underlies the ontinuous time results as well� The urious behavior ours when � <  < 1. When there is nomarket, manager sells when Y=x > 1=w� as risk aversion outweighsbene�ts of waiting� However if there is a market, the manager an redue theproportion of wealth in the real asset by trading: If suessful,proportion in real asset drops and waits to sell. If unsuessful, sellreal asset (and worse o�). When  large enough, the �rst e�etdominates and worthwhile to gamble
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B. The Certainty Equivalent Value of the Right to Sell theReal Asset
� Certainty equivalent value of the right to sell the real asset isash amount manager would aept in plae of the right to sell� Given by pN in the no-market setting, solvesln(x+ pN ) = V N (x; y)� Given by pM in market setting, solves ln(x+ pM ) = VM (x; y)
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C. The Probability of Exerise/Selling� Market enables manager to trade so that real asset only soldwhen it forms a higher proportion of wealth than in the no-marketase. ie. 1=�� > 1=w�� For �xed  = 0:5 the graph shows that probability of ever sellingdereases when there is a market assetProposition 5 For �xed positive initial wealth, for � <  < 1and for any initial value y for the real asset, the probability that thereal asset is sold is lower in the model with the market than in theno-market situation� Reall, if the manager trades suessfully, he holds onto the realasset for longer and the probability of selling is redued� However, if he is unsuessful, he sells the real asset. There aresenarios where manager with market aess sells real asset soonerthan manager without the market20



D. No-Borrowing Constraints� We have allowed the manager to borrow against holdings in thereal asset, so Xt � �Yt� What happens if we onstrain the manager to keep his tradingwealth X positive ?� If �� > 0 then onstraint has no e�et. De�ne + to be solutionof �+() = 0 where�+() = (1� ) ln�2� 1� �� We �nd + = 0:5341. + is ritial  where onstraint has an e�et- previously borrowing ourred beyond +
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Proposition 6 For + <  < 1, the max of �1��(�; �) over0 � � � � is attained at � = 0 and � = �� where�� = ��() = e�=(1�). Under the no-borrowing onstraint thevalue funtion beomesfor xe=(1�) < yVM (x; y) = e=(1�)xy �ln y + 1� 2� �+�1� e=(1�)xy � ln y;and for y � xe=(1�)VM (x; y) = lnx+ �yx�1� e�(2� )(1� )� If + <  < 1, manager only sells when he beomes insolvent, ie.X = 0
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E. CRRA Preferenes and Limiting Cases� Extends to CRRA preferenes U(x) = x1�R=(1�R); R > 0� For CRRA, the upper threshold (beyond whih wait inde�nitely)beomes minfR; 1g� Range (�(R); 1) is where manager hooses to invest in themarket. Largest range is for R = 1, log utility. For log, managerhooses to take fair gamble for the widest range of parametervalues (Sharpe ratio and volatility of real asset)� As R! 0, U(x) = x, risk-neutral. Here �; + ! 0 andminfR; 1g ! 0. Manager sells if  < 0 and waits inde�nitely if > 0. Corresponds to speial ase of MDonald and Siegel (1986)� As R!1, �(R); +(R)! 1 and market is no use. Optimalstrategy orresponds to model without a market. Corresponds toexponential utility - wealth fators out so no-market value isonave in x sine U is (f Henderson (2004))
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Conlusions� We have shown that it an be optimal for a risk-averse managerto aept a fair gamble if he is faing idiosynrati risk in aninomplete market arising from the right to sell a real asset� Beware of omitting assets whih appear not to alter behaviour ...� A rationale for gambling?� Our onlusions were robust to hoie of CRRA preferenes butdo not our for exponential utility� Investment in the market or fair gamble hinges on indivisibility ofthe real asset� Appliations to exeutive stok options where manager reeivesrestrited stok (or options) and asks when to optimally exerise� Appliations to optimal retirement hoie.� Extension to onsumption models.
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